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Pushchairs
and prams

Anywhere with you
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661596
Mocha Beige
RWS

660587
Mocha Beige
AIR

661588
Mossy Green
RWS

660588
Mossy Green
AIR

661589
Dove Grey
RWS

660589
Dove Grey
AIR

Icon
Elegant and practical combined 
pram with two types of 
suspension wheels - inflatable 
and rubber.

Perfectly ventilated carrycot
provides baby with a safe shelter.

Cover which is made of high 
quality, non-shrinking material 
with SPF50+, is easy in handling 
and smooth in folding.

Sports seat with extendable 
canopy with ventilation can be 
placed front facing and rear 
facing and it simply folds into
fully reclined position.

The height of the handle can 
be adjusted according to the 
parent's needs. Baby is fastened 
into the stroller with 5-point 
safety seat belts, lockable with
magnetic buckle.

EN1888-2:2018

Simply
iconic

Perfect ventilation
of the stroller carrycot.

Handle bar height
adjustment according to
the needs of the parent.

Peek-a-boo window
on the canopy for ventilation
and contact with the baby.

Backrest adjustment
to full reclining position.

Simple and practical
folding for better storage. Closable shopping basket.

110 × 61 × 83 cm 11,2 kg0 – 22 kg
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Street2 Air
Extremely comfortable for 
the child and easy to handle. 
Large air wheels in a new 
design suitable for any terrain. 
Comfortable ride in the city, 
park or in nature can begin.

Thanks to the removable water-
resistant canopies with SPF50+, 
the stroller can always look like 
new.

The frame of the Street2 is
compatible with any Street2 
and Street+ canopies.

New feature is the 
stroller's ventilation, which is 
provided by a fine mesh at the 
back of the backrest, but also 
on the both sides of the stroller.

The child is fastened by the 
5-point safety belts secured 
with a magnetic buckle.

EN1888-2:2018

Ride without
compromise

Optimal air flow thanks
to the built-in mesh.

Window on the canopy
for contact with the baby.

Comfortable sleep. Length
of the backrest 48 cm, the seat
lenght in a lying position 92 cm.

Eco-leather handle and bumper
bar in brown colour - model Oak

or black colour - model Black.

Inflatable front and rear
wheels with suspension

and reflective trimes. 

Belt fastening with secure and 
practical magnetic buckle.

636831
Ocean
Blue

636844
Dense 
Honey

636973
Iron
Green

636974
Rose
Pink

636840
Ultimate 
Grey

636841
Mature 
Olive

636763
Sahara 
Beige

636764
Perfect 
Black

The canopy
is in a separate 
package

108 × 56 × 87 cm 11,98 kg6 m - max. 22 kg

517906
Chassis
Street2 Black 

517500
Chassis
Street2 Oak

487900
Wheels
Street2 AIR



Unique Limited 100
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636831
Ocean
Blue

636844
Dense 
Honey

636973
Iron
Green

636974
Rose
Pink

636840
Ultimate 
Grey

636841
Mature 
Olive

636763
Sahara 
Beige

636764
Perfect 
Black

Street2 RWS
The Street2 RWS stroller is 
lighter compared to the AIR 
model thanks to the smaller 
rubber wheels, but it has 
excellent driving characteristics.

Reinforced frame ensures 
stable ride and helps to absorb 
shocks and RWS rubber wheels 
can easily handle the most 
challenging terrain.

The benefit of the Street2 
stroller is the colour variability 
of separately sold Street2 and 
Street+ canopies.

Model Oak offers a bumper bar
and a handle in a beautiful 
brown colour, model Black in 
black eco-leather.

EN 1888-2:2018

One stroller
in many ways

517906 
Chassis
Street2 Black 

517500 
Chassis
Street2 Oak

488900
Wheels
Street2 RWS

The canopy 
is in separate 
package

A large stroller will be convenient
also for a bigger child.

Mesh in the back of the
backrest for better aeration

of the stroller.

Extendable canopy for maximum 
protection. Waterproof fabric.
New higher quality materials.

SPF 50+.

A large shopping basket
and a pocket for small items in the 

back of the canopy will provide
plenty of storage space.

RWS rubber wheels
without a risk of punctures.

Separately sold canopies
in basic colours or in special

edition of Limited 100.

108 × 56 × 87 cm 10,9 kg6 m - max. 22 kg
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Royal2
The new Royal stroller comes 
for the first time on black frame. 
The popular rich equipment and 
sophisticated details have been 
kept the same.

Quality of the cover's fabric, 
canopy with pattern in the inner 
side, tastily quilted footrest and 
double-sided liner, that all makes 
a difference at first glance.

Compared to the previous model 
Royal2 has a mesh across the entire 
back of the backrest, a safety 
buckle seat belt with magnetic 
closure and a frame in silver and 
black.

To the chassis you can choose 
a canopy from a wide range of 
colours.

Attention, the Royal2 chassis 
is compatible only with Royal2 
canopies, not with the previous 
model.

EN 1888-2:2018

Ready for the
royal ride

561830
Ocean
Blue

561844
Dense 
Honey

561973
Iron
Green

561974
Rose
Pink

561840
Ultimate 
Grey

561841
Mature 
Olive

561763
Sahara 
Beige

561764
Perfect 
Black

The canopy has 
a color-matched 
liner in the package

562896 
Chassis
Royal2 Silver

562906 
Chassis
Royal2 Black

Separately packed chassis
and optional water-resistant
canopies with SPF 50+ allow

great color variability. 

Large, adjustable backrest for 
maximum comfort of a child. 

Perfect stroller ventilation
in warm summer months. 

Fully swivel and removable
bumper bar and handle in elegant 

brown eco-leather. 

Lightweight all-rubber wheels
with a stylish white rim. 

The chassis package includes
a black footcover and a diaper bag.

The canopy has a color-matched
liner in the package. 

111 × 57 × 86 cm 10,8 kg6 m - max. 22 kg
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Airwalk
Practical, spacious, suspended 
sports stroller with inflatable 
wheels is suitable for off-road 
as well as for city squares. You 
will be pleasantly surprised by 
its easy handling and folding. 

It has an extendable canopy 
equipped with a parent 
window that closes with 
a silent magnet. Canopy is in 
separate package.

The footrest can be adjusted 
to different positions. Thanks 
to this, the baby will sleep 
comfortably in the stroller 
even on a trip or a walk.

The baby is fastened in the 
stroller with a 5-point seat belt 
with magnetic buckle.

EN1888-2:2018

Walking
in the air 

479840 
Ultimate
Grey

479974 
Rose 
Pink

479841 
Mature
Olive

479763 
Sahara
Beige

479764 
Perfect
Black

103 × 58 × 86 cm 9,5 kg6 m – max. 22 kg

Inflatable front and rear
wheels suitable for terrain. 

Large backrest 
for maximum comfort. 

Easy to fold, stands up
on its own when folded. 

Extendable canopy
with magnet window. 

Easy system for positioning
the backrest almost in fully

lying flat position. 

Large spacious
shopping basket. 

The canopy 
is in separate 
package.

468900
Chassis
Airwalk
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Self-folding champion
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Cross
Amazingly spacious and very 
compact self-folding stroller. 
Stroller is lightweight, you can 
unfold it with one hand and it 
folds completely by itself. 

The stroller is easy to handle. 
Thanks to the large wheels 
(rubber and foam mixture) and 
sprung construction, it can 
easily handle city strollering 
as well as nature walks. The 
diameter of the front wheels 
is 18 cm and the rear wheels 
diameter is 20 cm. 

Automatic folding will make life 
easier for parents who always 
have their hands full. 

EN 1888-2:2018

Self-folding
champion 

473842
Anthracite
Blue

473841
Mature
Olive

473840
Ultimate
Grey

473832 
Absolute
Black

Large wheels (rubber and foam
mixture) with suspension

for a comfortable ride. 

Swivel bumper bar and handle
made of brown eco-leather. 

Extra extendable
water-resistant canopy

with SPF 40+ and the window. 

Spacious and comfortable
sitting and sleeping. 

Weight only 7.8 kg and dimensions 
after folding 80 × "38 × 51 cm. 

Well accessible
shopping basket. 

51 × 103 × 70 cm 7,8 kg6 m - max. 22 kg
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Fly
Compact stroller that is
ideal solution for parents,
who are often on the road.
The fully sprung and swivel front
wheels ensure smooth and 
comfortable ride, the stroller is
very easy to handle. 

Thanks to the 5-point seat belts, the 
baby is comfortable and safe
fastened in the stroller. Seat belts
closes with a practical and handy 
magnetic buckle.

The stroller has a really spacious 
canopy with SPF40+. By simply 
unzipping, the canopy is extended 
and the use of the shield provides 
a really perfect protection from 
strong sun or wind.

Good and easy to carry and stands 
on its own when folded. In the 
trunk does not take up much space, 
because it is very storable.

EN 1888-2:2018

Discover the world
on wheels

554841
Mature
Olive

554763
Sahara
Beige

554764
Perfect
Black

Backrest adjustment
to full reclining position.

Removable handle bar for
easy access to baby.

Mesh window on the canopy
for contact with baby.

Extendable canopy with shade
ensures perfect protection

from the sun.
Spacious shopping basket. It measures just 55 × 42 × 25 cm

and folds easily.

100 × 60 × 43 cm 7,8 kg0m – max. 22 kg

Cup holder 
included
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Up
It will especially be appreciated 
by modern parents who are 
often on the move but also 
want their pushchair to be safe, 
functional, easy to use and 
yet still be as comfortable and 
portable as possible.

It has excellent driving 
characteristics and takes 
up almost no space. It folds 
comfortably and, just as easily 
as its name reveals, you can put 
it back on its feet.

You’ll also be pleasantly 
surprised by its manoeuvrability 
and smooth handling, which you 
won’t be able to praise enough.

A little helper with a big effect. 

EN 1888-2:2018

Companion
always on duty 

460841
Mature
Olive

460844
Dense
Honey

460831
Heritage
Luna

Backrest positioning for
a comfortable sleep. 

Canopy window for contact
with the child. 

Detachable swivel bumper bar
for easy access to the baby. 

Foam front and rear
wheels with suspension. 

The canopy can be removed
and washed. 

Compact dimensions after folding
56 × 46 × 25 cm (exact dimensions
for hand luggage for most airlines). 

99 × 46 × 78 cm 5,8 kg6 m - max. 22 kg
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Musca
A stroller that can manoeuvre 
in space and fits in the trunk of 
any car. 

The extra-large canopy with 
zipper for even more expansion, 
footrest positioning and 
reclining backrest to almost flat 
will ensure baby’s comfort. 

Easy folding into an umbrella 
shape. 

EN 1888-1:2018 
+A1:2020

Dynamic
buggy 

438840
Ultimate 
Grey

438841
Mature 
Olive

Both front and rear wheels
are double row, front wheels

are 360° swivel with aretation lock. 

Peek-a-boo window for control
and contact with the child. 

Practical pocket for small items
on the canopy. 

Backrest and footrest
adjustment. 5-point seat belts for safety. Possibility to buy a handle bar

and a foot cover. 

75 × 50 × 110 cm 7,9 kgmax. 15 kg
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The ultimate combo



Limited 100
Street2
Street2 and Street+ stroller 
canopies and Foamy liners in 
the Limited 100 version.

A special edition with beautiful 
designs that are only produced 
in limited quantities of 100 of 
each design. An original piece! 

Today with a distinctive 
patterned canopy from 
the Limited 100 collection, 
tomorrow with a monochrome 
canopy but a designed stroller 
liner. 

One stroller in many ways! 

Unique
designs 

w
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655676
Wonderland

655675
Elegant Birds

655776
Faces

655777
Tenderness

655780
Palmtree

655781
Retro

655782
Kingdom

655778
Roses

655783
Prehistoric

655784
Airplane

655785
Flowers

655828
Stylish Beauty

Canopy + liner



577675
Elegant Birds

577676
Wonderland

Limited 100
Royal2
The first Royal2 Limited 100
are here!

Unique canopy design
and liners can replace
the original monochrome version 
of the stroller.

And they are the same as for 
the Street2 are only available in 
limited set 100 pcs. Canopy and 
liner are also included in the with 
padded belts in the same design.

However, beware! New limited
canopies are compatible
only with the Royal2 model,
not with the former version
of Royal stroller, as they have
different canopy attachment
on the frame.

Unique Limited 100
available now on Royal2



Foamy
Colored liners with unique 
design will brighten up stroller, 
provide baby with comfort and 
protect covers from dirt.

The liner is made of soft 
visco-elastic foam and offers 
a number of benefits such as 
resistance to dust mites and 
bacteria that do not settle and 
multiply in it. 

It mitigates the impact of 
driving on uneven terrain and 
promotes correct body posture. 

The liner is compatible with 
almost every stroller and thanks 
to the several holes, it can be 
easy to adjust. 

Dimensions: 86 × 42 × 1 cm 
Material: 100 % cotton 

Comfort
first 

Stroller
liner

w
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502881
Beige 
Whale

502882
Pink 
Queen

502109 
Pink 
Rainbow

502111 
Green 
Trees

502117 
Blue 
Lama

502893
Anthracite 
Dino

502116 
Black 
Cats

502900 
Universal
Black

502119
Green 
Hipster

502113 
Anthracite 
Hills

502892
Grey
Dragonfly



#catchthemoment
Unique changing backpacks
for moms and dads are
very practical and look
great.

They have lots of functional
pockets and compartments, 
whether for cell phone, keys, 
wet clothes, or a thermal pouch 
to keep food or drink at the 
desired temperature.

They are masters of 
organisation with lots of 
compartments, in which every 
item has its own place.

In addition to the backpacks 
offer you will also find a variety 
of changing bags, organisers, or 
practical mummy belt bag.

All on the road
to experience

901364 
Pocket 
Ultimate Grey

917832 
Pocket
Absolute Black

847900 
Pocket 
Zip

Stroller organiser Stroller organiser Diaper bag

853900 
Mesh

406998 
Sunny
Light 
Creamy 

505900 
Bag
Universal Black

406109 
Sunny
Pink 
Rainbow 

406113 
Sunny
Grey 
Hills

482910 
Peg
White 

482974
Peg 
Rose 

482906 
Peg
Black 

482110 
Peg 
Green 

901340 
Handy 
Grey 

200310 
Grey 
Black

901838 
Hang

901900 
Handy
Black
 

200305
Black 
Brown

Stroller organiser Stroller hangers Drink holder Handy

Stroller clips Peg Mosquito net Sun shade Sunny

507817
Jack
Misty Green

507820
Jack
Dusty Rose

510832
Jacob
Absolute Black

510840
Jacob
Ultimate Grey

507906 
Diaper backpack
Jack
Just Black

508902 
Diaper bag
Zoe

509902 
Mummy belt bag
Grace

515832 
Mia
Just Black 
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Feeling the warm hug
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Jibot 3in1
Warm footmuff with smart features 
suitable for pram, stroller or car seat. 

Chest opening for quick and easy 
access to the baby. The footmuff is 
extra long - up to 110 cm. By unzipping 
the bottom part, the size of the 
footmuff will change to a smaller one. 

With the help of drawstrings, pull-
tie-hood is created, which perfectly 
protects the child from wind and 
cold. The footmuff is waterproof and 
protect the baby from the wind. 

8 holes on the back for universal fitting 
in any brand of stroller or car seat. 

Dimensions: 110 × 48 cm 
Reflective trims 
Water column: 1000 mm 

Always warm
and comfortable 

531906 
Ink 
Black

531995 
Charcoal 
Grey 

531821 
Dusty 
Pink 

531835
Sweet 
Toffee

531822 
Pale 
Eucalypt 

531845 
Juicy 
Green

531830
Ocean 
Blue

Jasie
Warm gloves for comfortable 
strolling even in cold weather. 

Thanks to the two separate 
parts it is possible to attach 
them to any stroller model. 
Whether it’s a pushchair with 
a connected handle or a golfer 
with separate handles. 

The water-resistant finish will 
protect against snow and light 
rain. 

Easy attachment to the handle 
of the stroller with 4 studs. 

Warm soft fleece inside. 

Universal size, also suitable
for dads hands. 

2 pcs in package 
Dimensions: 110 × 48 cm
Water column: 1000 mm 

Pleasant even
in the winter 

532906 
Ink 
Black 

532995 
Charcoal 
Grey 

532821 
Dusty 
Pink 

532835
Sweet 
Toffee 

532822 
Pale 
Eucalypt

532845 
Juicy 
Green

532830
Ocean 
Blue

531686 
Quiet
Grey

531685 
Mysterious
Plum 

532686 
Quiet
Grey

532685 
Mysterious
Plum 



Comfy 4in1
Wonderfully warm and soft footmuff 
with removable fur. It is suitable for 
a carrycot, for a sports stroller or as 
a separate liner, as the top part can 
be unzipped. 

Waterproof also windproof. 
Special BIONIC-FINISH® ECO. It is 
a patented, environmentally friendly 
impregnation technology. It contains 
no harmful fluorocarbons and has 
very high water resistance. 

The fur is fastened with buttons and 
can be easily removed and footmuff 
can be washed at 30°C. 

There are 6 seat belt holes on the 
back to adapt to any stroller. The 
versatile shoulder strap holes are 
also suitable for the type of belts 
that cannot be detached. 

Dimensios: 100 × 55 cm 
Water column: 3000 mm 

Comfort
as in a belly 

534825
Forever
Black

534828
Stylish
Beauty

534596
Mocha
Mousse

534804
Champagne
Shower

534829
Glossy
Princess 
 

534594
Rose
Petal

534593
Pastel
Peach

534805
Veritable
Khaki

534826
Elegant
Caramel 

w
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Arctic 4in1 Furry
Excellent quality, a lot of
features and a nice fur, which 
is an effective barrier against 
cold and wind. This is the new 
footmuff Arctic.

Extendable footmuff with central 
zipper for better access to baby. 
It is waterproof, windproof 
and thanks to the technology 
BIONIC-FINISH® ECO contains 
no dangerous substances.

Ten holes on the back of the 
footmuff allow it to be attached 
to a stroller or car seat of
any brand.

By unzipping the bottom part
the footmuff will shrink and fit 

into carrycot or car seat.
The drawstrings at the top 
create a hood that perfectly 
protects baby from wind and 
cold.

The fur is removable. Non-slip 
surface on on the back (ABS) 
prevents slipping of the baby in 
the stroller.

Dimension: 110 x 48 cm
Water column: 3000 mm

The ideal winter companion
for walks, will make even 
the most coldest days more 
pleasant.

Thanks to two separate parts, 
they can be easily attached
to any stroller.

In addition, the water-resistant 
finish effectively protects 
against snow and light rain, 
while the warm fur provides
protection from freezing winds.
They are lined with warm fleece
and fastened with 4 studs.

Universal size, also suitable for 
dad's hands. Decorated with 
removable fur to protect against
wind.

2 pcs in the package
Dimension: 32 x 30 cm
Water column: 3000 mm

Cover yourself
in warm fur

Warm gloves
for the trips

526805
Veritable
Khaki 

526596
Mocha
Mousse

526804
Champagne 
Shower

526595
Sky
Whisper

526594
Rose
Petal

526593
Pastel
Peach

526826
Elegant
Caramel

527805
Veritable
Khaki 

527596
Mocha
Mousse

527804
Champagne 
Shower

527595
Sky
Whisper

527594
Rose
Petal

527593
Pastel
Peach

527826
Elegant
Caramel

527825
Forever
Black

526825
Forever
Black

Removable
fur



On the road
Three, two, one...go!
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Twistguard Pro i-size

Twistguard rotating car seat
suitable for children from birth
up to 12 years of age. Perfectly
adapts to the child's growth.

It swivels 360°, its reclining angle 
can be adjusted and the height of 
the backrest can be adjusted, too.
Perfect safety is guaranteed
Fitwiz® 5-point system safety belt.

The recline of the car seat can be
adjusted to 5 different positions
for maximum comfort of your
baby. The backrest can be adjusted 
up to 9 different positions.

Easy to install in vehicle with the 
isofix and support leg.

The AIR version has a special
breathable fabric, thanks to which 
the baby sweats less.

ECE R129

Partner throughout
the entire childhood

643680
Black
Air

643681
Grey
Air

643832
Absolute
Black

Installation in the car using
isofix and support leg.

Backrest positioning
up to 9 positions.

Adjusting the recline of the
car seat in 5 different positions.

Base rotatable 360°.
The car seat is designed for use

rear facing to 105 cm, front facing
for children from 76 to 150 cm.

The AIR model has a special
breathable fabric.

44 × 53 × 81 cm 14,5 kg40 – 150 cm

643679
Caramel
Brown
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Flex Pro i-size

Suitable for children from 100-150
cm (from 3 years to 12 years).

Provides perfect safety while driving 
the car. Adapts to to every stage 
of the child's growth. It has height-
adjustable backrest, headrest and 
backrest inclination.

The car seat is unique in that,
it can be fully folded down for easy 
storage at home or in the boot of 
your car.

The pleasant cover materials are
practical to maintain and can be
washable.

The special breathable fabric
AIR models ensure optimum air 
circulation, which the baby sweats 
less and the journey by car is more 
pleasant.

ECE R129

Incredible
flexible

54 × 44 × 61 cm 6,15 kg100 – 150 cm

649678
Caramel
Brown

649680
Black
Air

649681
Grey
Air

649832
Absolute
Black

Installation in the car
with the isofix.

The car seat is designed
for forward-facing use.

The backrest can be adjusted
to 8 different positions.

The car seat can be
fully folded.

The baby's head and body
are maximally protected up to

a height of 150 cm.

The AIR model has a special
breathable fabric.
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Prime Pro i-size

Comfortable, safe car seat with 
isofix that grows with your 
child. Designed for children 
from 76 cm to 150 cm, in
ages 15 months to 12 years.

Simply fold it in half
to sleep as you need
and adjust the backrest
according to your 
baby's current height.

It provides protection, feeling
security and comfort. The car 
seat is positioned into the 
vehicle using the isofix and 
is installed in the direction of 
travel.

AIR models have a special
breathable fabric to ensure
better air circulation.

ECE R129

Safety
first

52 × 44 × 63 cm 10,7 kg76 – 150 cm

616679
Caramel
Brown

616680
Black
Air

616681
Grey
Air

809832
Absolute
Black

Reduction car seat insert for
the youngest children. Sufficient
space for children under 12 years. 

Installation in the car
using isofix.

Integrated 5-point
seat belts.

9 positions for adjusting
the headrest so that the car

seat always adapts
to the child’s height. 

5 positions for adjusting backrest 
inclination for comfortable sleep. 

AIR models have a special
AIR fabric, thanks to which

the child sweats less. 

616570
Midnight
Grey
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Reversal Pro i-size

Safe, rotatable and comfortable.
Rotating isofix car seat Reversal 
Pro is designed for children 
from 40 to 105 cm (from birth 
to 4 years).

It allows parents to choose,
whether they want their child 
to be rear-facing or front-facing 
without having to remove the 
base. It rotates 360, which 
makes easy put the baby into 
the car seat.

The model is designed to 
adapt to every stage of 
child`s growth.

Air fabric (for AIR models) 
allows air circulation and the 
child sweats less.

ECE R129

Safe driving in rear-faceing
position 

67,5 × 44 × 61,5 cm 12,3 kg40 – 105 cm

641570
Midnight
Grey

641680
Black
Air

641681
Grey
Air

802832
Absolute
Black

Rearward facing installation from the 
birth to 105 cm. 

Forward facing installation
from 76 to 105 cm. Easy 360° seat rotation. 

Car seat newborn liner
for maximum comfort. 

7- position height adjustable
headrest, 4 reclining positions

for your baby’s maximum comfort. 

AIR model has a special
airy AIR fabric, thanks to which

the child sweats less. 

641679
Caramel
Brown
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Elite Fix Pro i-size

Car seat suitable for an older 
child from 100 to 150 cm. 

It adapts perfectly to the 
child’s growth thanks to the 
adjustable headrest height and 
the expandable side protectors. 

Armrests ensure comfortable 
travel. 

Practical cup holder is included 
in the package and can be 
placed on both sides of the car 
seat. 

This is the model with isofix, the 
AIR version includes airy fabric. 

ECE R129

Maximum safety
and flexibility

46,2 × 44 × 65,5 – 82 cm 6,8 kg100 – 150 cm

675679
Caramel
Brown

675680
Black
Air

675681
Grey
Air

675832
Absolute
Black

Headrest adjustment
and expandable side protectors 

adjustable into 4 positions. 

Extendable right and left side 
protectors are independently 

adjustable. 

Children are secured
with an isofix and a 3-point

car seat belt. 

 

3 levels of backrest
positioning. 

Practical cup holder
included. 

Model Lava AIR has a special
airy AIR fabric, thanks to which

the child sweats less. 
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Core Pro i-size

Safe and comfortable car seat is 
suitable for children from 40 to 
87 cm (from birth to 15 months).

The car seat can be installed in 
the car using the isofix
base with support leg.

The Isofix base must be 
purchased separately.

The car seat is always installed
in rear-facing position with the
airbag deactivated.

Includes newborn liner, which 
can be easily removed. The 
headrest is adjustable in 5 
different positions.

The car seat has
a removable canopy.

ECE R129

Protects the baby
from birth

660645
Car seat
Core Pro

646650
Base
Core Pro

72,4 × 44 × 38,5 cm 4,5 kg40 – 87 cm

Installation in the car with isofix
base and support leg.

The Isofix base is sold
in a separate package.

Includes newborn liner
for the baby.

Convenient carrying thanks
to adjustable handle.

Folding canopy as protection
from the weather.

Adjustable headrest
(5 positions).



901371 
Order

849900 
Tablet

852992 
Beltley

850900 
Oskar 

901395 
Back

842902 
Pad

506109 
Backie Pink 
Rainbow 

506111 
Backie
Green Trees 

506113 
Backie
Grey Hills

843900 
Tidy 

901357 
Guard

Car mirror Car seat protector Car storage box

Seat belt protect Rear seat organiser Children’s backpack Backie 

Optimus Pro i-size

Optimus Pro I-size booster seat
for children in height category
125-150 cm (approx. 6-12 years),
ensures comfort and safety
during the ride.

Easy to install in isofix.
The safety of the child is 
ensured by 3-point seat belt
of the car.

The booster seat is equipped 
with a guiding buckle for easy
and safe adjustment of the 
belts, so that the child does not 
go too far too high (over the 
neck) or too low (below the 
shoulder).

Child's height: 125-150 cm
Size: 22 x 37 x 44 cm
Weight: 4.5 kg

ECE R129

A comfortable alternative
to a car seat 

647679
Caramel
Brown

647680
Black
Air

647681
Grey
Air

854832
Savior 
Absolute Black 

854900 
Savior
Ultimate Grey

Seat protector 3in1 Seat organiser Additional belt for pregnancy 
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New adventures
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Nyja + Koot Foldie
Nyja
Lightweight travel cot
with side opening and mesh
for better air circulation.
Includes removable thin
mattress. The cot is supplied
together with a practical travel
bag, which makes it easy to carry
and storage is easy and convenient.

Child: 0-30 m, max. 15 kg
Dimensions: 125 × 63 × 74 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Koot
Lightweight, foldable and always
ready to go. Unique Double Lock 
system prevents its self folding.
Mesh sides ensure air circulation
and the cot can be an additional 
floor for newborn and babies
up to 4 months.

Child: 0-30 m, max. 15 kg
Dimensions: 120 × 60 × 73 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Multifunctional folding mattress
is designed not only for sleeping, 
but it also provides a suitable 
mattress support for exercise.

Top quality polyurethane foam
provides sufficient firmness
mattress and free flow of air, while 
being flexible and resistant to 
deformation.

Removable zippered cover
is made of mattress knitted fabric 
that can be washed machine 
washable at 60 °C.

The mattress can be folded into 
a cube, so it takes up little space
and easy to carry.

Carrying bag with practical handle 
is included, thanks to which
mattress is also easy to store.

Age: 0 m+
Dimensions: 120 × 60 × 5 cm

EN176 EN176

Peaceful sleep
anywhere

Compact and comfortable
mattress for travelling

923463 
Nyja Teddy
Friend Coal

322464
Grey

322775
White

923462 
Nyja Teddy
Biker Grey

921461 
Koot
Fox Aqua

921902 
Koot  
Grey

921460 
Koot
Yellow

922902 
Koot second
layer
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Gusto
Gusto is not just an ordinary
highchair. It is safe, functional,
design-oriented and
environmentally friendly.

The chair has two separate
packages. One contains the
construction and the other the
seat cover with tray.

It is easy to fold and clean, has
5-point safety belts, adjustable
footrest and backrest, adjustable 
height, two positions for the tray,
which is dishwasher safe.

• Non-slip finish front legs 
for stability

• Built-in castors 
in the rear legs

• Eco-leather cover 
dirt-resistant

EN14988:2017  
+A1:2020

For moments together
at the same table! 

Color variations
for GUSTO seat pads 

360896
Construction 
GUSTO

Removable cover
in a separate
package 

500834
Jasmine 
Honey 

500375
Pastel 
Beige

500841
Mature 
Olive 

500791
Sugar 
Pink

500115
Beige
Dandelions

500809
Ochre 
Crowns

500611
Green 
Trees

74 × 54 × 100 cm 6,25 kgdo 15 kg, 6 - 36 m

3-stage footrest
adjustment 

3-stage backrest
adjustment 

6-stage high
adjustment 

2-stage setting distance
between tray and the child 

Compact dimensions
when folded 



Design by Gusto!
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Take&Match
Beautiful sets of dishes made
of 100 % food-grade silicone
can be matched as you like.
Sets can be monochrome
and coloured.

All colours match perfectly 
togehter and make dining
becomes pleasant and aesthetic
experience. The dishes are 
practical, lightweight
and functional, BPA-free,
temperature-resistant and 
suitable for microwave-safe.

Easy to clean, can be 
dishwasher safe. The individual 
pieces can be purchased 
individually or as a whole
sets.

Age: 6 m+

Match to
your taste

709818
Desert
Sand

709820
Dusty
Rose

709819
Intense
Ochre

709817 
Misty
Green

721818
Desert
Sand

721819
Intense
Ochre

721820
Dusty
Rose

721817 
Misty
Green

707818 
Desert Sand

707820 
Dusty Rose

707819 
Intense Ochre

707817 
Misty Green

717818 
Desert Sand

717820 
Dusty Rose

717819 
Intense Ochre

717817 
Misty Green

718818 
Desert Sand

718820 
Dusty Rose

718819 
Intense Ochre

718817 
Misty Green

716818 
Desert Sand

716820 
Dusty Rose

716819 
Intense Ochre

716817 
Misty Green

708818 
Desert Sand

708820 
Dusty Rose

708819 
Intense Ochre

708817 
Misty Green

715818 
Desert Sand

715820 
Dusty Rose

715819 
Intense Ochre

715817 
Misty Green

Bowl Two-colour bowl Plate

Divided plate oval Mug Divided plate round



w
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The bib made of pleasant silicone is 
an invaluable assistant when dining. 
Practical pocket catches leftover food, 
which is easily emptied and washed 
after eating. 

Easy cleaning and reuse saves
detergents, nature and your
wallet.

Large enough to protect
clothing, easily rolled up for
trouble-free storage.

Suitable for children from
6 months.

Age: 6 m+
Dimensions: 27 × 18 cm
BPA free

Feeding
in style

Sam

706817
Misty
Green

706717 
Green
Dinos

706819
Intense
Ochre

706719 
Ochre
Cactus

706820
Dusty
Rose

706720
Rose
Princesses

706818
Desert
Sand

706718
Sand
Butterflies

706115
Beige
Dandelion
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Waterproof bib with long sleeves is 
made of quick-drying, safe
PU material.

Front crumb pocket ensures tidiness 
and comfort by feeding and long 
sleeves with elasticated cuffs protect 
clothes from getting dirty
and getting wet.

The bib fastens with a soft velcro 
fastener. It can be used not only for 
feeding, but also for art work.

PVC and phthalate free
Age: 24 m+
Dimensions: 38 x 42 cm

Cleanliness under
any conditions 

Ben

413745
Beige
Citrus

413743
Green
Kiwis

413744
Beige
Strawberries

413746 
Pink
Pears

Front crumb
pocket

Papoo Original
Kids love eating from food
pouches. Fill them with
homemade quality food for the
kids. Washable pouches are easy 
to fill, children feed themselves
and don’t get dirty and don’t
make a mess. 

After use, they can be 
conveniently washed
and used again on future
adventures.

Reuse does not burden the
environment with unnecessary
disposable waste.

6 pcs in the package
BPA free
Age: 6 m+
Volume: 150 ml

Homemade goodies
comfortably to go

901807 
Elephant

901808 
Lion

901999 
Original Feeding time / 75

Reusable Reusable



Playtime
Let’s have fun together 
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Amigos
Soft silicone toys are made from
food-grade silicone without
BPA.

By submerging under water to
water reaches them through
the holes. In addition to the fun
of bathing they also provide
effective exercise for squeezing
for small hands. They can be
divided into 2 parts, thanks
which is easy to wash and dry
them.

Age: 6 m+
1 toy: 8 × 5 cm

Best water play
buddies!

598815 
Amigos

4 figures in the package
panda, rabbit, owl and cat

Recyclable packagin
g

Love Birds
2 pcs in the package

6,5 × 6 × 10 cm

602813
Ochre + Green
6 m+

602836
Rose + Green
6 m+

Sharks
3 pcs in the package

6,5 × 10,5 × 4,2 cm 

Ships
4 pcs in the package

7 × 10,5 × 4,5 cm

603999
Water toy
6 m+

604999
Water toy
6 m+

Bathing is always fun
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Crazy Planet & Chill Out
These unusual toys can serve both 
as teething toys and as a tool for 
developing manual skills.

They contain many elements
to explore: buttons to press,
silicone cords with different
degree of difficulty in their
pulling, which guarantees 
a long-lasting and creative fun.

They stimulate cognitive
and motor skills, develop
creative thinking and activate
all the senses.

Crazy planet
BPA-free
Age: 10 m+
Size: 13 × 13 × 20 cm

Chill Out
BPA free
Age: 6 m+
Size: 11 × 9 × 2.5 cm

Infinite
space fun

601817
Misty
Green

601819
Intense
Ochre

605817
Misty
Green

605820
Dusty
Rose

599819
Intense
Ochre

599817
Misty
Green

600819
Intense
Ochre

600817
Misty
Green

Rainbow & House 
Build your own
rainbow or house!

Creates sounds
and vibrations

Silicone folding toys made of 
coloured elements that after 
placed one on top of the other
to form a rainbow or a house.

Folding the individual parts, their
rotating or stacking one on top of 
each other is an excellent exercise 
for little hands.

The child practises precision
movements and coordination.
The stacker creates interest
of the child, in a pleasant and 
engaging way concentrates his
attention and teaches him creative
thinking.

Raibow
6 elements
Age: 12 m+
Size: 14 × 7.5 × 5 cm

House
4 elements
Age: 12 m+
Size: 11.5 × 10 × 5 cm
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Take&Match
Highest quality durable 
materials guarantee the safety 
of your baby during play and 
teething.

Flexible silicone is ideal for
sensitive gums. Helps relieves 
the pain that occurs during 
teething, because when you 
bite, the gums are gently 
massaged.

The teether can be cooled
in the refrigerator or on
apply a cooling gel.

Thanks to its shape and size, 
the easy to grip and provides
excellent, safe play that 
stimulates baby's development.

PBA free
Age: 0 m+
Size: 7 x 7 cm

Relief during
teething

701817
Misty
Green

701820
Dusty
Rose

701819
Intense
Ochre

701818 
Desert 
Sand

Silicone teethers

711907
Elefi 

724818
Figures

712909
Love

722817
Teddy

713816
Beary
Petrol
Blue

713820
Beary 
Dusty
Rose

713819
Beary
Intense
Ochre

723820
Bunny
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Wood of Mars
Collection of wooden toys
WOOD OF MARS is more 
than just a set of blocks.

It is a unique world 
in which where 
children's imagination 
develops, motor skills and 
creativity.

Durable and solid toys
made of high quality 
wood have ergonomic 
design and are made 
keeping in mind the small 
children's hands.

They encourage the 
development of motor 
skills, practise observation
and dexterity, logical 
thinking, teach colours, 
teach children to 
count and problem 
solving and develop 
children's imagination.

From another
planet!

Big Bang 
8 elements

26,5 × 9 × 12 cm

Stardust 
7 elements

21 × 3,5 × 11 cm

Gravity 
12 elements

13,5 × 13,5 × 13,5 cm

Milky Way 
3 cars

30 × 14 × 25 cm

Orbit 
6 elements

10 × 10 × 10 cm

610729
Hammering toy 
12 m+

610725
Stacking toy
24 m+

610730
Sorting toy
12 m+

610726
Racing track
18 m+

610728
Stacking toy
36 m+
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Turbo 5in1
Multifunctional tricycle designed
for children from 1.5 to 5 years or
up to 25 kilograms.

Transport vehicle not only for 
moving and learning balance, 
but also a companion for the 
growing child during the many 
developmental stages.

The thoughtful transformations of 
the bicycle adapt to baby's needs
as develop motor skills.

The different modes change
very easily and without use
of any tools.

Dimension:
67 × 46 × 31 - 37 cm
Weight: 5,6 kg

More than
just a bike

613818
Desert
Sand

613817
Misty
Green

613814
Intense
Ochre

1 Tricycle
pushing mode

Tricycle
sliding mode2

Tricycle mode
with pedals

Balance
bike mode

Bike mode
with pedals3 4 5

We grow and change
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Soft world of toys
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Matt & Theo
Pleasant, soft teddy bear charms
not just one child.

Teddy bears are made of very
pleasant material, with short 
bristles.

If they get dirty, they can be 
hand washable at 30 °C.
Thanks to the different shapes
and textures, they stimulate 
children's imagination and 
fantasy and develop cognitive
skills.

They are lightweight, suitable for
the smallest of children's hands.
Both Matt and Theo have the 
same 3 different versions as 
Little Joe: plush toy, a squeaker
and a comforter.

Age: 0 m+
Material: 100 % polyester

A soft hug
from a teddy bear!

628755
Theo
Plush toy

630755
Theo
Comforter

629755
Theo
Squeaker

631756
Matt
Plush toy

633756
Matt
Comforter

632756 
Matt
Squeaker

Little Joe
The charming horse is the best
companion for a child who
interested in the world of animals.

The horse is made of very pleasant 
material, with short bristles.

If it gets dirty, it can be hand
washable at 30 °C.

Thanks to the different shapes
and textures, it stimulates children's
imagination and fantasy
and develops cognitive skills.
It's lightweight, so it will keep even 
the most little hands.

Little Joe has up to 3 different 
versions: plush toy, squeaker
or a comforter.

Age: 0 m+
Material: 100 % polyester

The best friend
I know!

625750 
Little Joe
Plush toy

627752
Little Joe 
Comforter

626751 
Little Joe
Squeaker
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Dolls
Beautiful cuddly dolls for 
boys and girls will become 
inseparable friends of every 
baby. 

Dolls made of gentle soft 
material dressed in beautiful 
clothes with elaborate details. 
They are suitable for playing, 
cuddling, and they’re lovely
to fall asleep with. 

Lightweight doll, suitable
from birth, develops baby's 
skills and child's imagination 
and gives a feeling of security. 

Age: 0 m+
Doll size: 14 × 35 cm
Material: 100 % polyester
Dress: 100 % cotton 

Become inseparable
friends! 

620520
Sophie 

620521
Max 

622748
Elise  

623749
Hannah

Hugo
Bamboo muslin comforter must 
not be missed in any child’s crib. 
It is an ideal helper when putting 
the baby to sleep, very pleasant 
and soft to the touch and can 
soothe the baby after a hard day.

70 % bamboo and 30 % cotton.
The material complies with Oeko-
tex® standard 100. It is perfectly 
safe for baby from birth. 

Thanks to its practical shape easy 
to grasp even by small children 
little hands. 

In addition to the cute bunny are 
in muslin bamboo collection also 
available diapers and swaddles 
Misty and Moussy. 

Age: 0 m+
Material: 70 % bamboo,
30 % cotton

To make the baby
sleep well 

416820 
Dusty
Rose

416819 
Intense
Ochre

416817 
Misty
Green
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Boby & Suzi & Mike
Soft cuddly
animals 

592550 Suzi
592551 Mike
592552 Boby

594550 Suzi 
594551 Mike 
594552 Boby 

590550 Suzi 
590551 Mike 
590552 Boby 

587550 Suzi 
587551 Mike 
587552 Boby 

591550 Suzi
591551 Mike
591552 Boby

596550 Suzi 
596551 Mike 
596552 Boby

595550 Suzi 
595551 Mike 
595552 Boby 

585550 Suzi
585551 Mike
585552 Boby

Cabrio & Monty
The walkers will help your baby, 
who is learning to walk and 
discovering the world, with 
maintaining stability and safe 
orientation in space. 

The music panel develops 
the child's auditory tactile 
and motor skills, awakens 
his imagination and sensory 
perception. 

The construction is equipped 
with a safety lock that protects 
the walker from unintended 
folding. 

A special brake system prevents 
falling from the stairs. 

Age: from 6 m to 12 kg 
Dimesions: 64 × 78.5 × 51 cm 

For small
racers 

857902 
Cabrio 
Grey

857908 
Cabrio 
Green

856890 
Monty 
Chevron Blue

856891
Monty 
Chevron Pink

Music
panel 

 

Cuddly plush animals will be 
great friends of every child. 

Meet Suzi the Deer, Mike Bear 
and Squirrel Boby. Engaging 
toys with a variety of features 
help explore the world from 
birth or from 3 months. 

Discover rattles, squeaky toys, 
pets or hanging toys in pastel 
colours. The cute animals can 
be attached to the stroller or 
cot or just taken in the hand. 

Toys made of soft and safe 
materials in beautiful pastel 
colours that help to develop 
touch, hearing and baby’s eyes. 

Age: 0 m+



Campy
Practical folding mat made of 
XPE foam with double-sided 
printed on both sides, has 
a non-slip treatment, insulates, 
soundproofs and waterproof.
It is suitable from birth.

It can be folded into a practical
portable bag that is included.

Mat: 197 × 147 × 1 cm
Folded mat: 74 × 40 × 10 cm 

Folding helper
for safe play 

435070
Campy 
Elephant/Fox

435071 
Campy 
Elephant/City

EN71 Rolling play mat Joy 
180 × 150 × 1 cm

Rolling play mat Joy Max 
180 × 150 × 1,5 cm

428963 
Joy
Nature

428964 
Joy
City

901043 
Joy 

432876 
Joy Max
Giraffe

432874 
Joy Max
Train

432875 
Joy Max
Walk

Floor puzzle Flatie 
178 × 119 cm

Size of one piece:
58 cm × 58 cm × 1.5 cm

Reversible
print
of the pad

Quilted edges
along the 
entire length
of the pad

436072
Flatie
pad
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Calmy
Bouncer with exclusively 
natural rocking that stimulates 
baby’s development from an 
early age. 

The baby rocks the bouncer 
by twisting and kicking and 
that are these movements that 
encourage correct motor skills. 

The bouncer also has 
ergonomic shape, thanks 
to which makes it the right 
support for the head, neck and 
spine. 

During the first feedings, it can 
also be used as a feeding chair. 

Age: for children from
the birth to 9 months/9 kg 
Dimensions: 46 × 62 × 51 cm

EN12790

Safe place
for baby 

915900 
Black

915902 
Grey

915114 
Beige

Removable
liner 

Spa 3v1 
Children’s skin needs gentle 
care. The baby needs to be 
taken care of in the first months 
and often change the diapers. 

Thanks to the changing table 
with the Spa 3-in-1 bath, parents 
can enjoy experience with the 
baby and relieve their backs 
thanks to the optimal height of 
the table. 

The changing mat can be used 
from birth to 12 months. 

Thanks to the special frame, the 
table can be folded and stored. 

Dimesions: 82 × 68 × 102 cm 

Bathing is
a daily ritual 

771902 
Grey

771911 
Mint

Easy
folding 

EN 12221:2008+A1:2013
EN 17072:2018
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Misty & Moussy
Exceptionally soft diappers and 
swaddles made from bamboo 
muslin are essential items for 
every baby’s room. 

They are indispensable for 
daily care, perfect in each of 
their many functions, safe for 
delicate skin and non-allergenic. 

You can use them for covering, 
draping, wiping, or cuddling. 
The material, consisting of 
70 % bamboo yarn and 30 % 
of cotton. Is certified to the 
Oeko-tex® standard 100 and is 
therefore completely safe for 
your baby from birth. 

Misty 120 × 120 cm 
Moussy 68 × 68 cm 

So that the baby
sleeps well 

Misty 
Swaddle 2 pcs

120 × 120 cm

Moussy
Diaper 3 pcs

68 × 68 cm

417363 
Green Leaves

417362 
Rose Rainbows

417361 
Grey Planes

415360 
Ochre Leaves

415362 
Rose Rainbows

415361 
Grey Planes

415833 
Total White

Bamboo collection
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Take&Match
The silicone pacifier is
a must-have for everyday care
hygiene of the pacifier.

The holder is very easy to open
and closes, allowing for quick
access to the pacifier.

It has a universal size,
to fit any type of pacifier, and 
is equipped with a long and 
flexible silicone handle.

It can be hung on
the changing bag or
on the stroller.

BPA-free
Age: 0 m+
Dimensions: ø 7,5 cm, 22 cm

Perfect hygiene
for pacifier

Follow
Kneepads for crawling
made of pleasant to the touch 
and elastic fabric have a front
soft pads that protect from 
abrasions and cushion falls.

Thanks to the elastic material
with a breathable structure
comfortable to wear, provide
air circulation and adapts to size
of the knee.

Anti-slip layer on pads provides
additional safety.

They can be worn directly on
the skin or over the stockings.

2 pcs per pack
Age: 6 m+
Size: 3 x 10 cm
Material: 80 % cotton,
17 % polyester, 3 % elastane

Step by step
follow your dreams

522820
Dusty
Rose

522819
Intense
Ochre

522817
Misty 
Green

719818
Desert
Sand

719820
Dusty
Rose

719819
Intense
Ochre

719817 
Misty
Green
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So pure
Gentle cleaning
for the whole family

305100 
Wet wipes
1 x 56 ks

305101 
Wet wipes
4 x 56 ks

305102 
Wet wipes
12 x 56 ks

4x561x56 12x56

Aromy
Lavender is a secret tool for
remove unpleasant odors!
Aromy pockets not only protects 
against unwanted odors, but they 
also gently disperse into the air, 
releasing the fragrance.

The purple colour of the bag at the 
same time masks its contents.
Their size allows them to be placed
several diapers in them and the long 
handles allow for quick and hygienic 
tying of the bag.

Up to 80 % of the material used
in the production of Aromypouches 
is recycled.

The bags are ideal for home and 
travel. For comfort and freshness!
100 pcs per pack.

Dimension: 19 × 12.5 × 3.4 cm
Bag size: 18 × 38 cm
Bag volume: 4 - 4.5 L

With the scent of lavender
for cleanliness and freshness

306090 
Scented diaper bags

The smell of fresh
lavender

So pure wet wipes are the ultimate 
purity from nature. The wipes are 
made from bamboo and contain 
more than 98 % water.

They are perfume-free, gentle for 
sensitive baby skin and pleasant to 
the touch.

After use, just pack again
and the wipes remain moist and 
ready for the next use.

In addition to cleaning after 
replacement diapers, they are also 
great for cleaning dirty hands after 
play or face after eating.

The pack must be used within
3 months after opening.
bolded - written together with 
size and material

Size: 19 × 12.5 × 3.4 cm
Wipe material: bamboo
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Joy to breathe
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Silicone toothbrushes Cloth diaper 

770800 
Happy
Nose

Baby gloves Nasal aspirator 

Baby bath support Anti-slip bath mat 

438692 
White
Harry

720814 
Rose
&Sand

437909 
Pink
Harry

720813 
Ochre
&Green

557910 
Infinity White
Smoothie

557789
Delicate Pink
Smoothie

557787 
Sky Blue
Smoothie

935907 
Blue
Diappy 

935917 
Creamy
Diappy

935912 
Brown
Diappy 

935909 
Pink 
Diappy 

Mix of colours
Meli 



Nap Time
Sweet dreams, sleep tight 

w
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Glory 2in1
The stylish crib made of beech 
wood with soft plush edge is 
a free-standing crib which can 
be attached to the parent bed 
after removing the sidebar. 

It also has the function of 
a cradle and the baby can sleep 
in it with a gentle swing. 

It is height adjustable to 5 
positions, airy thanks to the 
mesh materials and thanks to 
the telescopic legs and wheels 
with brakes it can be moved 
within the home very easily. 

By simply turning the button, 
the crib changes into a!design 
cradle. 

Weight of the crib: 10 kg 
Dimensions: 95 × 55 × 87 cm 
Load capacity: 9 kg 

EN 1130:2019

Stylish craddle
for peaceful sleep 

926401 
Glory 2in1

Swing
function

924112 
Nextie 2in1

Nextie 2in1
Height-adjustable crib with 
removable side panel serves 
as an additional crib to 
the parent’s bed and, after 
unzipping the lower part, as 
a lowered cot with a separate 
entrance for the child. 

It is height-adjustable to
5 positions, airy thanks to mesh 
materials and can be moved 
within the home very easily 
thanks to the telescopic legs 
and wheels with brakes. 

The cover of the comfortable 
mattress can be taken off and 
washed. 

Weight of the crib: 11.5 kg 
Dimensions: 95 × 56 × 63 cm 
Load capacity: 9 kg/13 kg 

The perfect space
not only for sleeping 

EN 1130:2019
EN 12227:2010

Extendable 
bottom 
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Moony & Moony+
Crib from the selection natural 
wood with rounded edges for 
safety of the baby. 

3 possible levels of adjustment 
mattress height. Highest level is 
suitable for infants up to 3 months. 
Medium level for babies from 3 to 
6 months and the lowest grade for 
a baby, who can stand on his own. 

The Moony+ model has a spacious 
drawer - for storing nappies, 
bedding and everything else. 

The cot and drawer headboard are 
made of high quality wood, the lid 
and bottom of the drawer are made 
of HDF board. 

Age: 0-2 years 
Dimensions: 65 × 124 × 84 cm 
Load capacity: 22 kg 

EN 716-1+AC: 
2019-07

Sleeping in the moon‘s
embrace 

350390 
Moony 
Pine White

350401 
Moony 
White

350462
Moony 
Grey

352401 
Moony+ 
White

Storage
space 

317401 
Coco 
Dream

318401 
Safe 
Dream

350011 
Aerodry

Duvet and pillow Bed sheet
Soft Dream

Classic lancing wrap 
Nurse

Children’s mattress Mattress protector Mattress protector 

929910 
White

929464 
Light 
Grey

929770 
Dusty 
Blue

929772 
Frosted 
Mint

929771 
Dusty 
Pink

929773 
Baby 
Blue

929774 
Light 
Beige

312112 
Grey

313112 
Dry 
Grey

312910 
White

313401 
Dry 
White

314401 
Mini 
White

315401 
Oval 
White

901500 
Goodnight

906499 
Sweetdreams
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354114 
Tilly
Light
Beige

354206 
Tilly 
Light
Grey

354909 
Tilly 
Dusty
Pink

355114 
TillyMax 
Light 
Beige

355206 
Tilly Max 
Light 
Grey

355909 
Tilly Max 
Dusty
Pink

Feel Safe + Tilly
Feel Safe
Soft multifunctional nest will 
provide baby with the perfect
feeling of security and comfort.
Exactly as he remembers
from the tummy.

Suitable from birth
Dimensions: 90 × 60 cm
Material: 100 % cotton
Filling: 100 % polyester

Tilly & Tilly Max
Cotton protective cover for the cot. 
Its soft filling and soft material will 
protect baby from bumping into the 
crib partitions and provide him with 
a feeling of safety and comfort.

Suitable from birth
Dimensions: Tilly: 180 x 36 cm
Dimensions Tilly Max: 360 × 36 cm
Material: 100 % cotton
Filling: 100 % polyester

For a perfect feeling
of security 

353114 
Light 
Beige

353206 
Light 
Grey

353909 
Dusty 
Pink

w
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